Calif gangstalking urban terror alert prompts rewards
for public intel

Los Angeles and surrounding area residents have been called upon to help law enforcement's domestic terror
investigation involving Vagos gang violence described with characteristics resembling gang-stalking attacks, extreme
violations of human rights. "Officials are offering a $200,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of those responsible," according to LA Times.
"Describing the recent Vagos gang incidents as “urban terrorism,” California Atty. Gen. Jerry Brown joined Riverside
County officials in asking the public to assist them in finding those who tried at least three times to kill officers
assigned to a Hemet-based gang task force.
“It is incredible and even unprecedented for police officers here to be subject to terrorist [...]" (See: Homeland
Security - National Terror Alert; Urban Terrorism – Booby Traps, Threats Put Police On Alert)National Terror Alert
slogan is "America's trusted source for homeland security news and information."
Targeted Individuals (TIs)have consistently reported for years that is "incredible" that when they report incidents of
24-7 surveillance and related domestic terror (similar to what California police have experienced), their cries for help
have repeatedly fallen on deaf ears of Department of Justice and Department of Health employees.
Now, David Kelly for the LA Times reports about the Vagos threat to security, "They aren't your typical street gang
hanging out on a corner slinging rock cocaine," said Riverside County Dist. Atty. Rod Pacheco. "It is a wellestablished pattern of the Vagos to infiltrate police departments. They do a lot of surveillance."
TIs reports of being kept under surveillance, stalked and attacked by gangs is what many TIs refer to as "gangstalking." Their reporting such tactics used on them typically results in their re-victimization by local authorities,
health system workers and media that label them "delusional." (See: ABC What's Behind Internet Conspiracy
Empires?, December 12, 2008)
ABC lumped people reporting being terrorized by gangs in the same story with people thinking "the lizard rule you
all," and reported:
Take the victims of gang stalking -- a subculture of people who think their friends and neighbors are all
secret government spies ready to turn them over to the authorities. The movement has recently spawned
gang stalking support groups, forums and advice Web sites.
Who are the people who believe such theories in the quiet of their homes, and what does such behavior
mean for a person teetering on the edge of mental illness?
As the writer has reported,
One of the most puzzling, frustrating and terrifying realities that most targeted individuals experience is
having no police or sherriff protection or other action as police are doing now in California. Targets in
almost every case reported have been left to attempt to survive on their own, within their own means, with
little or no understanding or advocacy. An untold number have not survived. Often, the terror tactics are
lethal. The extremist targeting before the final blow are so bizarre and professionally applied, those not
involved fail to believe. There has been a major mainstream media black-out on the crime.
Due to the lack of police protection in most [TI] cases and media cover-up of the crime, targets in the US
and other countries deduce that the US government, through the DoJ, is involved in the crime or directing

it, especially since tactics mirror those employed by the FBI's Cointelpro. (See: Police face terrorist
stalking to arrest 30 Nazi-linked gang members)
Now, California officials are asking people to come forward with more information about a gang known to employ
tactics against its targets that TIs have pleaded to be able to report, be heard and be taken seriously to save their lives.
A Delta Special Force Veteran stated, "The Nazi gangs are needed in the great scheme of things as patsies."
Why cannot the Department of Homeland Security and related 17 agencies track and know their suspects' moves for a
cutting-edge investigation without public help?
The officials have access to the most sophisticated surveillance equipment imaginable. (See: Paul Baird,
Surveillanceissues.com)
According to Paul Baird, so do criminals.

Learn more: Watch The Enterprise Press video report by John Asbury.
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